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Who's Who

McKale
Distinguished
Dr. Donald M. McKale, associate
professor of history at Georgia College,
was honored Wednesday night October 23
as the Georgia College Foundation's
Distinguished Professor for 1974-75.
Dr. McKale was presented an award
signifying this honor at the annual
Foundation dinner for Milledgeville
patrons held at the Maxwell College Union.
Approximately 150 attended the affair.
Commenting on the selection of the Clay
Center, Kan. native as the Foundation's
Distinguished Professor, Dr. J. Whitney
Bunting, GC president, said, "Dr. McKale
has served Georgia College well as a
professor, as a research scholar, and as a
person with a keen interest in all types of
academic service. He has been actively
engaged in major faculty committee
assignments and is grand marshal of the
faculty for all convocations held by the
college,"
Dr. McKale has had one book, five articles, and two book reviews published
since coming to GC in 1970, and his
research into the activities of the Nazi
Party in Germany has made him, an accepted authority in that particular phase
of history.
His current research is a study of the
Nazi Party's Auslands Organization in
foreign nations from 1931 to 1945, focusing
on that group's institutional development
inside and outside Germany, its political
and propaganda activities, and its influence on the German foreign ministry
and foreign relations.
The GC associate professor has been a
popular speaker on Nazi Germany, both
locally and in other regions on the country.
Last week, he presented
a paper entitled "Hitlerism for Export:
The Nazi Attempt to Control School and
Youth Groups Outside Germany" at
Mankato State College in Minnesota. On
Nov. 7, he will deliver a paper entitled
"Hitler's International: The Activities of
Nazi Party Groups Outside Germany from
1933 to 1945" at a meeting of the Southern
Historical Association to be held in Dallas.
Dr. McKale, holds the B.S. degree from
Iowa State University, the M.A. degree
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from the University of Missouri, and the
Ph.D. degree from Kent State University.
He is married to the former Janna Lee
Fredregill of Des Moines, Iowa and is the
father of a three-year-old daughter,
Emily. The McKales live in the Allenwood
section of Milledgeville.

The long awaited disclosure of the 1974-75 Who's Who Among Students In American
Universities and Colleges arrived recently with 22 students taking bows. The students were
chosen on bases of academic excellence and student en vol vement.
Last spring nominations were made for candidates of Who's Who by the faculty body.
Later these graduating seniors were voted on by their class. These were then taken back to
the faculty for a final selection of candidates.
In addition to the local and national publicity that each student chosen for Who's Who
program receives, his complete biography will be presented in the 1974-75 edition of Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
After 40 years of serving higher education. Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and CoUeged exists as one of the most highly regarded and long standing
honors programs in the nation, having earned the overwhelming respect of college
faculties and administrations. And for the students, the outstanding campus leaders of the
year, national recognition by the Who's Who program marks a pinnacle of scholastic
achievement.
Congratulations are in order for each of these special students. They include: Linda
Bailey, Angle Berry, Robin Faulk, Jan Fosky, Liza Garland, Ruth Hambrick, Martha
Hancock, Kenneth Harper, Frank Hill, Frank Howell, Bbnieta James, Susan Jones, Marge
Kepner, Roy Lane, Sara Mann, Elaine Matthews, Ann McCaskill, Valerie Peeler, Raleigh
Shell, Lynn Wilcox, Susan Willard, and Diane Williamson.

Fall Honors
Program
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Geo-Politics
Offered
The department of History-Geography
offers a course Numbered 39R, special
topics in geography. 39R is a 300 level
repeatable course of 5 quarter hours. It is
acceptable as an elective with any degree
and particularly of value to all social
science degrees.
Geo-politics is the study of relationships
on macro and micro (world and national)
scales. As the course is being organized it
will be an examination of some contrasting
viewpoints on the extensivehess of such
relationships from the political scientists
as well as geographer's viewpoint.

More than 30 entering freshmen and transfer students have accepted the invitation to
join the honors program at Georgia College this fall.
To be eligible, a student must have a high school average of 3.2 and an aggregate SAT
score of at least 1000.
The honors program has been expanded this year to include special sections of freshman
political science and sociology as well as English, history and biology.
A new interdepartmental seminar in the humanities for sophomores and above is now
being led by Dr. Betty Poindexter, professor of health, physical education and recreation.
This year-long seminar carries two hours of credit each quarter and will feature faculty
members from the departments of modern languages, library science, philosophy and
religion, art, music, speech and English. Two former GC faculty members, Dr. Rosa Lee
Walston and Dr. George Beiswanger, and three outside speakers are also participating.
Dr. Donald McKale, associate professor of history, is leading another honors social
sciences seminar. Those participating include faculty from the departments of history and
geography, political science and public administration, psychology and sociology.
All students in the program are members of the Honors Student Association, which annually invites faculty members to speak on their special interests at meetings of the group.
Officers this yeare are Joey Noggle of Sharon, president; Brandyn Briley of Gray, vicepresident; and Beth Brown of Athens, Secretary. These students also serve as representatives on the Academic Honors Committee.
New faculty members on the committee this year are Jo Anne Nix representing the
humanities. Dr. David Staszak of natural sciences, and Dr. Alda Harper of the education
field.". •• '

Art On The Road
A traveling art exhibit sponsored by the Liberal Arts Consortiuin of the University
System of Georgia will open a four-month state-wide tour with a two-week stand at Georgia
College on Nov. 10.
The exhibit, open to the public without change, will be on the Milledgeville college
campus in the Ina Dillard Russell Library through Nov. 24. The exhibit will later move to West Georgia College, Dalton Junior College, Floyd Junior
College, Clayton Junior College, and Columbus College, closing in Columbus on March 23.
Two weeks will be spent on each campus.
Various media will be featured including watercolors, woodprints, oils, photography,
sculpture, and intaglio.
The works, worth as much as $4,000m are by a variety of artists;
•'^•':;(v;Mb-S5^i:i^v

New students in the program from Milledgeville are Stanley E. Braxley, John Crittenden, Lary E. Hawkins, Thomas A. Hutchins, and Ken Rouch.
Macon students are Sandra Fountain, James M. Gibbs, Doreen Paulish, Debra S.
Robinson, Ronal E. Stewart, and Chuck Warchak.
Warner Robins students in the program are Richard Mclntyre, Jeff Rose, and Timothy
P. Williams.
Sandersyille students are Chris Hutchings, Joy F. Lastinger, and Maria Lastinger.
Students from other communities are Barbara Baker of Perry, Randy Boyd of Fairburn,
Brenda L. Bragg of Columbus, Patricia Cecchini of Elberton, Melanie CoUette of Rossville,
Doreen Cox of Rentz, George W. Eisel, IV of Sparta, Denise Fields of Griffin, Becky
Houston of St. Simons Island, Susan Kent of Millen, Vickie Mixon of Smyrna, Deborrah A.
Pittman of Waycross, Barbara W. Robinson of Decatur, Elizabeth Smallwood of Bainbridge, Sheila Sullivan of Wrens, and Richard G. Woods of Cedartown.
Out-of-state students who are in the program are Corlis Hplley of Omaha, Neb., Judy
Stephenson of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.i and Karl Vorwerk of SummerviUe, S.C.

i'^
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Football Scores
Mon. Oct. 21
Jays 50
Phi Delta Theta 0
Chargers 20
Kappa Sigma 7
Dirty Vz Dozen 44 wild Bunch 19
Tuesday October 22
Pikes 8
Chargers 19
Jays 26
yvjij gun^h 19
Dirty 1^ Dozen 26 phi Delta Theta 13
Monday October 28
Wild Bunch 21 Phi Delta Theta 13
Dirty >/^ Dozen 12 Pikes 0
Jays 39
Kappa Sigma 7

Final Football Standing
First Place
Second Place
Third Place
Dirty '/^ Dozen
Chargers
Jays
Pikes
Wild Bunch
Kappa Sigma
Phi Delta Theta

Wins
5
4
4
3
2
2
0

Losses
1
1
2
3
3
4
6
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Tics
0
1
0
0
1

The Dirty Vz dozen clinched the intramural football title on Monday, Oct. 8th as they
defeated Pi Kappa Alpha by a count of 12-0. This victory left the Dirty Va dozen with a
record of 5-1 beating by half a game the 2nd place Chargers with a 4-1-1 record. The Jays
captured the third place points with a record of 4-2. The Pikes, Kappa Sigma, the Wild
Bunch, and Phi-Delta Theta rounded out the lower division of the standings with even
losing records.
This past Monday, Oct. 21, it appeared that the Chargers might have the championship
well within their grasp as they pinned a 20-7 loss on Kappa Sigma giving them a 4-0-1
record. That same afternoon the dirty Vz dozen defeated the wild bunch handly. The only
way for the Chargers to be derailed from their first place position was for them to fall to Pi
Kappa Alpha and for the dirty Vz dozen to defeat the Kappa Sigma and Pi Kappa Alpha
teams. Fate dictated this series of events to come into being, thus having the dirty Vz dizen
emerge as the champs.
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, the Chargers and Pi Kappa Alpha played a very exciting game
which saw the pikes edge the Chargers out 8-7. With only 2 minutes left to play quarterback
Artie Traylor zipped a third down pass to Gary Heidel just inches within the endzone. The
extra point attempt was not good. The Chargers came right back as they marched to the 2
yard line: However as the clock ran out, Charles Grimes battled down a fourth down pass
from quarterback Roger Flemming to Gary Goggins. The Pikes netted two quick points
early in the game arid held on to a 2-0 lead. After half-time, the Charges marched the length
of the field and scored as Flemming hit Mel Harris over the middle for a touchdown, the
extra point was good and the Pikes now trailing 7-2 played some clutch defense around
their goal line, as the Chargers had first and goal 3 times, yet failed to score. Finally, the
Pikes shifted the movement, took the lead, and hung on to stave off the Chargers attempt to
win the game as the clock ran out.
That same day the Dirty Dozen who defeated the Wild Bunch 44-19 on Monday pulled
their game with Kappa Sigma out of the fire. This tension-filled contest found Kappa Sigma
leading 25-19 with four seconds left to play. However a sure victory turned into a nightmare
as Denise Purvis found a receiver in the endzone to the Kappa Sigma and eventually went
on to defeat them. After this game the Dirty Vz Dozen sewed up the titled by defeating the
Pikes 12-0 and dropping the Charges back to second place.
A first and second place trophy was donated to the intraumral football program for the
top two teams by the local.agent for Coastal States Life Insurance, Don Hall. All the participants really appreciate Don's generosity and support.
Some of the standouts this season include:
Jays:-Kyle Byrd and Jeff McGill; Chargers-Gary Goggins, Roger Fleming, and Mel
Harris; Dirty Vz Dozen-Alan Faircloth, Dan Coots, Dennis Purvis and Neil Leonard; PikesArtie Traylor, Gary Heidel, and Martin Truett; Kappa Sigma-Gene Jones, Randy Trayler,
and Tommy Roswell; Phi Delta Theta-Darrell Richardson, and Yancey Walker; and the
Wild Bunch-Vernon Smith, and Mike Leggett.
In the points department, each team receives one point for entering a team, while the
first place team (Dirty ^/z Dozen) is awarded five points; the second place team (Chargers)
is awarded 3 points; and the third place team (Jays) is awarded one point. These points will
be totaled up and recorded as the first intramural sport has concluded in the year long titlechase for the 1974-75 all-sports intramural trophy.
Thanks to everydne for a fantastic intramural football season from Dr. Scott Staples.

0
0

CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS

N.O.W.
The Milledgeville Chapter of the
National Organization for Women will
meet Monday, November 4, at the
Tomlinson Fort House on the corner of
Green and Liberty streets at 7:30 p.m.
Topics of discussion will include
ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment and Credit Discrimination.

Pikes Play
Vital Role

iJ

By Ricky Manville
The Theta Gamma Chapter of Pi Kappa
Alpha chose as their work project this year
to assist in the altering of the old
Milledgeville Packing House into a Day
Care Center (Kindergarten) for betterment of pre-school education in the
community and the surrounding area. The
Day Care Center is to be headed by Karen
Gray.
Early Saturday morning, October 26,
1974 the Pikes, with a limited amount of
sledgehammers, shovels, hammers, and a
few other home-made tooks attacked the
building. Even though it appeared an
impossibility to remove meat racks, knock
down walls and rafters, remove the old
meat locker, and remove the tons of
equipment left in the building, the Pikes
worked with full stamina. They knocked
and tugged, pushed and pulled. At times
long lines of Pikes would, by throwing
their weight against the walls with many
hard harmonized charges, knock down a
whole wall at one time. Afterwards the
cracking and crumbling sounds of the
wall, as it disintergrated, gave the Pikes
inspiration to continue.
Slow (but continual) progression was in
sight. By forming assembly lines the last
remains traces of the old meat packing
company were cleared. And the floor plans
for a new and better preschool education
was laid.

A
Natural
Veteran Coordinator
Larry Worsham is a "natural" as the new coordinator of veterans' affairs at Georgia
Collese
He graduated in June from GC with a double major - in sociology and psychology - and
is now a graduate student working towards a masters degree in business on a part time

Delta Zeta
News
During the week of September 8-14,
Delta Zeta held their formal rush entitled
the Delta Zeta Hoedown. At the end of the
busy week six new girls were pledged into
Delta Zeta sister hood. The six new
pledges are: Jean Johnston-Macon, Carol
Johnson-Tennille, Brenda EdmundsonMonroe, Kim Schroeder-Jackson, Sherrie
Perkins-Macon, Nancy White-Firnandina
Beach, Florida. The pledge ceremony was
held at Mrs. Marsha Robinson's home.
Open rush began directly after formal
rush. Seven girls pledged Delta Zeta at this
time: Janie Swanson-Sharpsburg, Jana
Jackson-Covington, Ann Santa LuciaConnecticutt, Carolyn J. Mahony-Tucker,
Darlene Williams-Hephizibah, Lynn
Rarnadoe-Roberya,, Cheryl McNairEatonton. "These girls were pledged at a
ceremony held in the Alumni House. The
sisters of Delta Zeta sorority welcome all
new pledges and are looking forward to an
enjoyable as well as a productive year.

DZ Probe
On October 15, eight sisters of Delta Zeta
sorority served as information hostesses
for the Probe Fair, held at Hatcher
Square. Probe is a college recruitment fair
to encourage high school seniors to further
their academic wndeavors. Fifty-four
colleges were represented at the fair
including Georgia College. The information hostesses were Janice Mcintosh, Janis Dixon, Debra Lynch, Janet
Cham bliss, Jean Johnston, Susan Chancellor, Brenda Edmundson and Carol
Johnson.

VOTE
NOVEMBER 5

Vets Fail Test
More than 3,000 Georgia veterans attending college this year with the financial aid of the
Gl Bill failed to take advantage of an early payment system, a Veterans Administration
official said today.
,j.
• jtuBill Tate Regional VA Director for Georgia, said the veterans could have received their
first monthly payment the first day of school had they applied for the funds earlier.
"I'm disappointed that more veterans did not apply for advance payment, Tate said.
"We are encountering several thousand veterans who waited until the last minute and, as a
result, some of their papers are just now reaching our offices."
^
^
Those veterans who began classes at the start of fall quarter should be receiving their
checks in about 10 days after VA receives their enrollment, Tate said.
, ' , , . .
Had the former servicemen applied for the assistance prior to the openmg of school, their
checks whoud have been waiting for them the first day of classes, according to Tate.
"I urge all of the veterans in Georgia who intend to go to school beginning with the
January winter quarter to apply to their respective schools now for their GI Bill benefits,"
Tate said. "Bo doing so, their checks will be waiting for them at the school on the day of
their registration in January," Tate concluded.
' \ ^ ' ^ ^T «ii
Approximately 10,000 to 12,000 Georgia veterans are attendmg school under the GI Bill
for the first time this year. Statewide, around 45,000 veterans are enrolled.
••w»n«^^.i
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He, himself, is a veteran of Vietnam, where he served for a year as a chaplain's
He has worked his way through college, largely as an attendant at Central State Hospital.
Before his appointment at GC as the full-time coordinator of veterans' affairs he served
as a volunteer in the Veterans Outreach program at the college, a program designed to
inform veterans of their rights to a college education.
, ^
/
Until he went into the Army in 1969, Worsham, a Milledgeville native, had rarely been out
of the state. Two years halfway around the world has given him an appreciation for his
homeland and he hasn 't had the inclination to travel much since his discharge.
In short, he's Georgia born and bred and plans to be a Georgian all his life.
Worsham who believes in the personal touch in working with the veterans who come into
his office, spends long hours at his desk in Parks Hall, aided in the daytime by two student
secretaries and in the evening by his wife who volunteers her services to help him through a
mass of paperwork.
'
,^ioef
The new veterans' coordinator plans to implement the outreach programs originated last
year by Karl Wilson, who left GCX to assume a similar position at Georgia Southwestern in

K"'''":
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Dr. Scott Staples has announced that Intramural soccer season will start on November
12th. The rosters of the entries are due in his office by Nov. 8th. There will alsobe a Soccer
organizational meeting on Nov. 5th at 4:00 in Dr. Staples office to inform possible entries.
Dr. Scott Staples has also announced that there will be an intramural council meeting on
Nov. 7th at 4:00 in his office.

"'Karl began quite a few good programs to reach the veteran," admits Worsham, "and I
plan to carry them through to the fullest extend possible.",
^
The GC veterans' affairs office services primarily a nine-county area around
Mlledgeville sending letters to veterans who have recently been discharged and inviting
them to pursue educational opportunities open to them, providing slide presentations in
Milledgeville and beyond, and working closely with such groups as the American Legion,
the VFW and Army, Navy, and Air Force recruiting offices. ,
.,„.^,'
Free tutorial assistance is offered veterans who need it at the college and financial aid is
often available. High school equivalency testing and counseling is also available at the
college, says Worsham.

Pikes iSend Out Bids
By Ricky Manville
The Theta Gamma Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha had a successful rush week when nine
men accepted bids for the fall quarter rush. These men are: Steve Scaggs, David Prim,
Keith Soloman, Bob Watkins, Fred Mobley, Bill Isle, Neil Leanard, Allen Faircloth, and
Keith Keene. These are some very fine guys with multiple quality and should be
congratulated on their acceptance by the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. We should hope they
will do as well in the final steps to become a Pike brother.

"j;Mi«'"*'.s.
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Calendar Of Activities

Word

NOVEMBER

f

The
Dead
Perform

By Kathy Thomas
Tuesday, October 29th', the CUP (College
An empty open casket found in the
Union Programming") Committee met to
cemetery behind the Liberty Baptist
discuss plans for the Student Union
Church near Milledgeville on Sunday
Christmas, tree. This years plan may be a
morning may be the explanation behind an
first at GC. Cup is planning to make a
item in Sunday's Macon Telegraph and
Christmas tree out of pop cans (coke,
News announcing a concert at Georgia
sprite, Dr. Pepper, Grape) you name it
College by an artist who has been dead for
they want it.
two years.
The project is to collect pop cans and cut
The casket was discovered by those
the cans in half, weld them together with
arriving for Sunday School, who reported
all the different colors and hang the can
the find to the Wilkinson County sheriff's
Christmas tree from the ceiling to the floor
office.
in the Student Union.
The announcement in the Macon
CUP wants this to be a student project so newspaper reported that Marcel DuPre, a
they've set up a contest. In each dorm the
French organist and composer who died in
entrances and by the coke machines,
his eighties, would, play a concert at
downstairs in Mayfair by. the Hall
Georgia College on Monday night. (Oct.
Exhibition Case there will be a big box to
28).
put your empty pop cans in. The dorm,
The newspaper story should have
club and organization which collects the reported that the works of DuPre would be
most cans wiir receive a prize (to be an- played in concert by Dr. Robert Wolfernounced later).
steig, chairman of the GC music departThe pop can drive starts Monday, ment.
November 4th. Any volunteers are urged
Another feature of the program was a
to help with this project. Anyone interested •hymnsetting of "Father, We Thank Thee''
in helping, contact Miss Donahue in the by Albright, a composer at the University
Student Union next to the bookstore.
of Michigan. The composition was written
Let's all pitch in and gather those pop to be performed by a choral ensemble,
cans. Just think it's a great way to stop or precussion instruments, organs, and inat least help trash pollution.
terpretive dancers.

St. Louis For Drugs
A Georgia College group has been chosen as one of 60 college and university teams to
participate in a national conference on drug education in St. Louis on Nov. 13-16.
The conference will be under the sponsorship of the national action committee for drug
education of the U.S. Department of Education.
An intensive working conference, the sessions will focus on the pre-service training of
teachers so that they might be able tobetter relate and deal with drugs and other social
problems in the school and community.
Those on the GC team will include Dr. Sam James, assistant professor of health, physical
education, and recreation at the college and coordinator of the undergraduate health major
at GC; Dr. John Lounsbury, chairman of the education department at GC; Jerome
Franson, assistant professor of education; and two students ~ Alan Messer of Randallstown, Md. and Judy Brown of McDonough.
The teams from other institutions-of higher learning -large and small, public and
private ~ also are comprised of five members.
GC and Fort Valley State College will be the only academic institutions from Georgia to
participate at the conference.
Thirty workshops will be offered during the St. Louis meeting. Most will be on humanistic
approaches to dealing with community problems that lead to drug usage. Others will be
devoted to planning sessions that will aid team members to implement knowledge gained
at the conference in their own communities.
The U.S. Office of Education will bear all costs of the conference except travel costs for
ihe various teams to and from St. Louis.

Sunday

E

Principal dancers with the American
Ballet Theatre will teach master classes in
Atlanta on November 10 and 11 in conjunction with the company's performances
here at the Civic Center on November 11
and 12.
Classes in modern dance and ballet are
scheduled for Georgia State University,
Agnes Scott College and for local dance
studios. Dance Atlanta is coordinating the
schedule for the classes. Additional
classes will be given on Monday, October
28 at Washington High School and at
Spelman College. For information on the
classes, which are free and open to the
public, call the Dance Atlanta office at 6582549.
The American Ballet Theatre will appear with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra in two performances at the Civic
Center on November 11 and 12, 8:30 p.m.
Among the company's international troup
of dancers scheduled to dance in Atlanta
will be recent Soviet defectee, Mikhail
Baryshnikov, formerly with Leningrad's
Kirov Ballet, and Kelsey Kirkland, former
New York City Ballet star. The company
will dance a repertory program on Monday evening and the complete ballet
"coppelia" on Tuesday evening. This will
be the American Ballet Theatre's first
Atlanta performance in recent years.
Additional master classes are on the
Dance Atlanta calendar for November
when the North Carolina Dance Theatre
will perform in the Alliance Theatre on
November 23 and 24. Master classes are
scheduled for November 22 and 23.

VOTE
NOVEMBER 5

Pension
Reform
The Pension Reform Act of 1974 and its
effects on businesses and personal interestrs will be the subject of a one-day
seminar to be held on Wednesday, Nov. 6,
at Georgia College.
The conference, to be held in the Maxwell College Union beginning at 9 a.m., is
designed for pension plan managers, bank
trust officers, personnel managers in
industry, and those who are self-employed.
The seminar will cover the four parts of
the act and all subtitles and will be taught
by members of the college faculty.
Fee for the seminar is $45, which will
include a luncheon.
The Pension Reform Act is also known
as the Employment Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974.
Registration information can be obtained from Dr. B.J. Dooley in the business
administration and economics department
at GC.

AAU
Dr. Arthur Waterman of Atlanta,
executive secretary of the Georgia
Conference of the American Association of
University Professors, was the principal
speaker at the first regular meeting of the
newly-reorganized Georgia College
chapter of AAUP, held in Room 113
Chappel Hall at 4:00 p.m. on October 31.
Dr. Waterman, who is also a professor of
English at Georgia State University,
discussed current activities of AAUP in
Georgia on behalf of college and university
faculty members in such areas as salary
improvement, employment security, and
equitable treatment of women and
minority group faculty members.

Spot For Beauty

DECEMBER

EI

Ballet

Monday

EI

Tuesday

Wednesday

AJ
Classes
Convene

Living
Christmas

Band Concert

Tree

Russell

Front Campus

8P.M.

7&8P.M.

Exams
2:00 Classes
At 8:30
9:pOCIasses
At 12:00
3:00 Classes
At 3'00

10

Exams
il:00Classes
At 8:30 A.M.
10:00Classes
At 12:00
00&5:OOCIasses
TBA

01

Thursday

UJ

Friday

The Georgia College Pagent will be held January 18th at Russell Auditorium.
The GC Stage Band and Aoliens will provide the music for the pagent.
The MC for this year is Dr. Staszak.
Below is the list of the contestants and their sponsors:

Saturday

[U

Exams
1 P.M. Classes
At 8:30 A.M.

Women's
&

Men's

8:00 Classes
At 12:00

Basketball

12:00 Classes
At3:00P.M.

Home 7:30

MERRY CHRISTMAS
&

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Registration Jan. 3

S

Contestangs
Deborah Bilbo
Becky Blouser
I Donna Brant
Judy Brown
Lauren Cecchirii
Betsy English
Cathy Griggs
Becky Houston
Sharon Jones
Ann Sarta Lucia
Monica Manns
Meredythe Monroe
Lynn Selman
Cindy Smith
Sheila Sullivan

Sponsor
Sanford Dormitory
Pi Kappa Alpha
Bell Dormitory
SGAE
GC Band
Napier A - 3rd floor
Colonnade
Kappa Sigma
Wells Dormitory
Delta Zeta
Black Student Alliance
Alpha Delta Pi
Phi Delta Theta
Home Economics Club
Alpha Delta Pi

Your new senate hard at work.

Art Showing
Drawings and color sketches completed during a recent-sabbatical in the south of France
will be on exhibition at the Porter Fine Arts Gallery on the Georgia College campus from
Sunday, Nov. 3, through Monday, Nov. 25.
The artist is Jo Anne Nix, assistant professor of fine arts at the college, who taught in AixEn-Provence this past summer.
A native of Commerce, she earned her A.B. degree at Agnes Scott College and her M.F.A.
at the University of Georgia. Before coming to GC in 1971, she taught at West Virginia
Wesleyan College and Meredith College in North Carolina.
Miss Nix first studied drawing and painting in Aix-En-Provence in the summer of 1973. In
January, 1974, she returned to France to continue her studies and to spend the summer
teaching drawing and painting at the Institute for American Universities in Avignon.
The drawings and paintings to be on exhibit will include landscapes, still life studies,
architectural studies, and portraits of people in all walks of life and in many situations.
The show, free and open to the public, will feature an informal reception from 4 to 5 p.m.
on Sunday. Gallery hours are from 8 a,m. to 5 p.m. five days a week and on weekends by
appointment.
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Susan Willard

Robbin Faulk

Liza Garland

Angle Berry

Susan Jones
Elaine Matthews

3onita James

Marge Kepner

Roy Lane
Frank Howell

Ann McCaskill

Sara Mann

• «,*

Not Pictured:
Kathy Sheppard Ricky Manvilie
Kelth Batchelor
Martha

Lyin Wilcox
Valerie Peeler
Jan Foskey

Ruth Hambrick

Hancock Frank Hill

Kenneth Harper Raleigh M. Shell
Linda Bailey

Diane WUIiamioii

v>
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Katsu Kanzaki of Japan, considered to
be one of the world's outstanding gymnasts, will be on the faculty for a women's
gymnastics clinic to be held at Georgia
College on Saturday, Nov. 2.
The clinic, open to women and girls over
ten years of age, will feature sessions for
gymnasts at all levels, judges, and
coaches.
The clinic will be held in the health,
A game with Tift College at Forsyth will open the Georgia College women's basketball physical education, and recreation
cage slate on Nov. 19 and inaugurate a new era in sports at GC.
building at the college from 9 a.m. until 5
The game, the iirst ever to be played by a woman's intercollegiate basketball team at the p.m.
college will begin a 19 game schedule for the Lady Colonials.
Others on the clinic staff, in addition to
Ironically, the •college was an all-girls school from 1889 until 1967 when coeducation came Kanzaki, are Dr. Fred Martinez of the
into the coUegiale picture at GC.
Nissen Center in Atlanta; Ed Zimmer, a
In addition to Tift, games are also scheduled with North Georgia College, Georgia former NCAA gymnast; Tom Chirko,
Southern College, Augusta College, Berry College, Savannah State College, Shorter assistant gymnbastics coach at the
College, West (reorgia College, Valdosta State College, DeKalb College, and Mercer University of Illinois; Charles Doggett,
gymnastics coach at the Albany YMCA;
University.
GC will also participate in the Georgia Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for June Dussia of Tallahassee, Fla., a
nationally recognized authority in age
Women state toitrney at Statesboro on Feb. 21-22.
Coach of the Milledgevillians is Laura Golden, an assistant professor in the health, group gymanstics; Susan Whipp, a
modern dance instructor at the University
physical education, and recreation department.
All home games will be played at Georgia Military College, like GC located in downtown of Wisconsin; Marc Rabinoff, gymnastics
coach at St. Leo College in Florida; Pat
Milledgeville.
Floyd, head gymnastics coach at Tucker
The complete schedule follows:
High School; Sheila Wood, head coach at
Roswell High School; Mrs. Dede Feldmah,
head coach at the Westminster School in
Nov. 19
Tift College
Forsyth
Atlanta; and Geza Martiny and Floyd V.
Nov. 25
DeKalb College
Atlanta
Anderson of the GC faculty.
Nov. 30
Mercer University
Macon
All phases of gymnastics will be covered
Dec. 2
Valdosta State College
Valdosta
during the clinic including psychological
Dec. 7
Shorter College
home
and physicological preparation for
Jan. 8
Augusta College
Augusta
gymnasts, first aid, modern dance, and
.Jan. 11
Tift College
home
performance in the various events comJan. 15
West Georgia College
home
mon to all gymnastics meets.
Jan. 17
Berry College
Rome
A registration fee of $5 will be charged
Jan. 18
Shorter College
Rome
for the clinic.
Jan. 20
Georgia Southern College
home
Complete information about the clinic
Jan. 22
North Georgia College
Dahlonega
can be obtained from Geza Martiny,
Jan. .25
Augusta College
home
gymnastics coach at the college.
Jan. 27
Berry College
home
Feb. 5
Savannah State College
home
Feb. 8
DeKalb College
home
Feb. 11
Georgia Southern College
Statesboro
1

Lady Colonials

Basketball Schedule

By Keith Batchelor
On Tuesday night, October 15, 1974, the
Georgia College Women's Volleyball team
played host to the University of Georgia
. and Berry College.
The first game was a rematch with
Berry College. Berry won the first match,
but this only inspired the Colonials to take
revenge. Revenge is what they got as GC
defeated Berry by the score of 2-1. Berry
won the first game of the match by the
score of 15-1, but GC rebounded to take the
final two games, 15-7 and 15-3. Commenting on the game. Coach Golden
stated, "Berry was a lot taller than we
we're. They won on their home earlier."
The match was a long on as it lasted one
hour and fifteen minutes.
After the marathon match with Berry,
GC had to play the University of Georgia.
A fine effort on the part of the GC team
produced a 2-1 victory. GC won the first
and the third game by scores of 15-2 and 1614. The University of Ga. won the second
game by the score of 15-2. "I thought we
played very poorly against Ga. We were up
for Berry because they had defeated us on
their home court. This caused a let down."
On October 17, the team went to
Columbus and played Columbus. GC won
the first two games by the scores of 16-14
and 15-12. Columbus won the third game
15-4 and GC won the final game 15-12.
Coach Golden stated that she was able to
play every member of the team. The next
game will be played against Columbus On
October 22 at 6:30. All games are played
inside of the HPER Building.,

Pikes

Men's Basketbair74-'75

Sharing His Love
Rock Eagle Center near Eatonton, Georgia was the site of such activity last weekend
(Oct. 25-27) as representatives from Baptist Student Unions throughout the state met for
the 50th annual Georgia Baptist Student Convention which, in view of a report from one of
the participants was apparently carried out with success. The range of activities varied
from the enjoyment of a Friday night comedy routine to the discussion of more serious
matters such as the history of women's rights in relation to the Baptist Church. As a whole,
therefbre, the convention was informative and presented suggestions applicable to contemporary problems, as well as being an enjoyable and entertaining weekend for those who
participated.
Much of the weekend's activities were comprised of the widely-diversified talent
provided by a number of the convention's representatives. Of particular note were Don
Blaylock's hilarious comedy performance which took place Friday evening, Valdosta
States impressive chorale rendition the following morning, and the Georgia State BSU's
bluegrass concert which was enjoyed by many that Saturday night group singing also
highlighted the weekend.
Even though a substantial portion of the schedule was consumed by musically - oriented
activities and just plain fun, much serious business was conducted as well. During the
Friday night assembly, for example, an extensive analysis of the Baptist church entitled
"Our Baptist Legacy, Pride or Prejudice" was conducted by Jack U. Harwell, a layman
who had engaged himself in extensive research on the subject. During his lecture, Mr.
Harwell surveyed various activities of the church since 1901 and pointed out both strengths
and weaknesses of the church's handling of problems of that period. Among the issues dealt
with specifically were separation of church and state women's rights as pertaining to the
church, and the ever present danger of allowing one's own wishes to come before those of
God and the good of as especially in handling church matters. A little farther from home'
but of equal importance were the stories of Carolene Cole and Jerre Kannon who related
their experiences as summer missionaries in Zambia and India. The difficulty -and need of
sharing Christ with such poverty - strickeh people could readily be percieved through this
program Other speakers who worked in such places as Israel, Malaysia, Trinidad and
Jamaica were also featured, and undoubtedly encourated any listeners with such a conviction to go ahead and do something about it. The convention, therefore, served as a

Colonial
Gymnists

means of taking a good, hard look at the BSU itself, at the world around it, and at any
changes that can be made here and now.
We congratulate the Georgia BSU's on their success this year, and wish them more
success in the future.

You Can't Hold A
Good Man Down
BY CATHY SCHMIDT
James Hopson Turner (Bud) of Shady Dale, Ga. shot a deer with a bow and arrow. This
takes skill, practice, and patience. This wouldn't be a newsworthy event except that Bud
has only one good arm, with the help of a bow modified to fit his foot. James Westbrook, the
owner of Westbrook Cabinet Shop, helped invent and construct the special bow by a trial
and error method. He'd work on the bow. Bud would shoot it, it wouldn't work quite right,
and he'd try again. All their efforts paid off when Bud shot and killed a 120 lb. field-dressed
doe at 25 yards.
Actually, no one should have been too surprised. Bud Turner is a rare kind of man. He
has determination and courage where others would simply give up and consider themselves abused by life. Bud's arm was shot off one evening while he was hunting rabbits. His
gun was proped up in the back of the truck and was jarred by a bump in the road. It went off
and Bud lost two of his most precious possessions - an arm and an eye -- and he was only
13. But, as the saying goes, you can't hold a good man down. Bud didn't sit around and feel
sorry for himself. He got up and taught himself to do the things.that needed done. There's
not much he can't do now at the age of 28. Only two things: he can't cut his steak or wash his
own hands. But he has a pretty wife and two young daughters to do that for him, and you
don't
even
notice
the
missing
arm.
I, I •

An away fray with Birmingham-Southern College on Nov, 19 will open a 22-game
basketball schedule for the Georgia College Colonials whose record this year has got to
improve after a 1-22 season in 1973-74.
For the third year, Coach Roy Robinson will be at the helm of the team which will also
participate in the Augusta College Tournament in December and the Georgia Intercollegiate Athletic Conference tournament in February.
The GC cagers will meet three new foes this season — Mercer University on Nov. 30 at
Macon and Florida Southern College in Lakeland, Fla. and Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Fla. in a swing south on Feb. 14-15.
Among GC's returnees this year is forward Robert Williams of St. Petersburg, who
tallied approximately a third of the total points scored last year by GC. Williams, now a
sophomore, compiled a 21.2 points-per-game average as he dropped in 479 of the 1,538
This is tomfcttie£9.lonialslastj.fta,sfliRJ?n,aiM§.t^^^^
Security o f f i c e ' t e College instead of at
class pictures will be taken on Nov. 11-22.
The photographer will be in room 139 from
Grade-4 employee. Qualitica.
9:00 to 5:00. It is the hope of the Spectrum
have 2 years of work or equiv. ,
staff that all students will respond and
perience. Funds ior 12 mo. perio,
have their piecture taken.
interviewing type job. THIS IS FU
TIME WORK.
Cecil Simpkins
If interested,,please call him at 2-3551.
Editor
Mr. Donald D, Thornhill, Associate
Superintendent of Columbia County
Schools, Appling, Georgia will be on our
campus recruiting prospective employees
for his staff. He will begin at 9:00a.m. and
continue til 4:00 p,in., working out of the
Placement Office, on November 14, 1974.

Mr. Gary Johnston of the DeeringMilliken Company will be on our campus
on November 6,1974 from 9 a.m. til 4 p.m.
for the purpose of interviewing prospective December Graduates.
Ifyouareinterestedin working with this
company, please come by the Placement
Office room 205 Parks Hall and sign the
Appointment Schedule.

Beginning-Intermediate Violin lessons
given. Phone Mary Tarr at 452-6410.

Mrs. Stevenson of the "HEAD START"
program for Baldwin County is looking for
a cooks' aid to work from 9 a.m. til 2:00
p.m. starting pay is $2.00 per hour.
If interested please call her at 2-6631
before 11:00 a.m. daily.
tl
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All Seniors and Graduate Students are
reminded to get their Placement Files in
order. Room 20S Parks Hall.
A

A

A

In uniting charges the offense and the
defense of Pi Kappa Alpha overpowered
Kappa Sigma in a 18-9 victory.
The defense of the Pike in the first half
forced the Kappa Sigmas to faulty plays.
The harassing Pike line cauglit the Kappa
Sigma quarterback off guard several
times tiding the game to their offense. The
defense was led by Stan Childers, Ricky
Vickers, and Martin Truett.
The offense as well led by Artie
Traylor's lightning-speed stops proved to
be unmistakeably team effort. The score
came from connecting passes from Artie
Traylor to Garry Heidel and a smoltering
run by Artie Traylor.
A key interception by Cliff West brought
the game to an end with the Pikes victory
18-9.

Soccer Team Now 3-4
By Mel Harris
Coach Jim Peterson's soccer team's record now stands at 3-4 as they travel to Berry
.College this Friday in a key soccer match. The Colonials are 2-1 in (G.I.A.C.) conference
action.
In this past weeks action, Georgia College dropped two games and defeated Georgia
Southwestern for their third victory in the Tocoa Falls game, the Colonials were defeated 41 by a strong opponent. Sidney Gerhardt scored the only goal for GC, as they were just
' qtmusled in midfield play. The next game saw Oglethorpe hand the Colonials a 3-1 loss in
Q^.ianta as Chi-Tong Chan scored the one goal for GC. This past Saturday, Georgia College
tmolished Georgia Southwesdtern 6-1 for their second victory at home this season.
—bhammad Kamara and Sidney Gerhardt led the offense who two goals each, while Chuck
Tilth and Chi-Tong Chan one apiece. Solid midfields play and good defense around the goal
re definite factors as the strong individual performances carried GC to victory.
h interesting fact to note is that GC's goalkeeper, Bill Dobbs is leading the G.I.A.C. with
average of 1.83 goals against per game. The leading Colonial scores: Mohammed
mara, Sidney Gerhardt, and Chi-Tang Chan are all well up in the standing for goals
xed in the conference, too.
'ieep up the good work fellows and let's all get out to the last home game this season
•\nst Mercer at 3:00 p^m. this coming Tue^^^
.>'^:^-
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Get The
Message?
How about a new message on cigarette
packs? "Warning: Stopping Smoking Can
Be Beneficial to Your Health."
Using precise tests to measure lung
capacity, Dr. Frederick Bode at McGill
University in Montreal studied smokers
before and after they stopped smoking..
The results were astonishing. As soon as
six weeks after stopping, there were
measurable improvements in lung function.
The'subject's ages ranged from 29 to 69
years. They were long-time smokers. The
shortest time any had smoked was 13
years. The longest was 46, almost a halfcentury.
Before they stopped smoking, seven of
the ten subjects had coughed on arising in
the morning. Furthermore, the cough
lasted for months every year. Six coughed
up sputum. Four of the subjects admitted
, , to wheezing, although none had asthma.
After they stopped smoking, the picture
changed almost overnight. Only one
person had any trace of a persistent
morning cough. None coughed up sputum.
And wheezing disappeared for everyone.
The sensitive tests used by Dr. Bode also
confirmed that there had been reversal of
the lung damage ~ blockage of the small
breathing passages ~ done by smoking.
The benefits of quitting can come
quickly. And they are usually permanent.
Other experiments, in fact, indicate that
staying off cigarettes for ten years forces
the premature death rates for smokers
down to the level for nonsmokers.
Smokers can start planning their
Christmas gifts early. The best present
they can give themselves and their
families is to stop smoking. And smokers
and nonsmokers can help spread -^he good
word by answering their Christmas Seal
letter. Christmas Seals support the
struggle against cigarette smoking and the
lung diseases it causes. It's a matter of life
and breath.

DON'T MISS THIS

Eternal
Elective

Fire A l a r m s

Just A Drill?
You're working in your office on the
fifteenth floor of a downtown office
building. Suddenly the silence is split by
the sound of a fire alarm.
What do you do? Head for the nearest
elevator? Grab a fire extinguisher and try
to find the blaze? Assume it's just a drill
and keep working?.
If you would have made any of these
choices, firefighting authorities say you're
wrong. But you're not along. Most people
do not have any clear plan of action'in case
of a fire, and are ignorant of some basic
rules that could save their lives in an
emergency.
In an effort to prevent loss of lives and
property by fire. Comptroller General and
Safety Fire Commissioner Johnnie L.
Caldwell and Governor Jimmy Carter
have proclaimed October as Georgia Fire
Prevention Month. During this month,
Caldwell's office, with the cooperation of
the Insurance Information Institute and
fire service personnel throughout the
state, is conducting an intensive state-wide
informational campaign to bring the
message of fire safety to all Georgians.
As part of this informational effort, the
State Fire Marshal's Office offers these
suggestions based on guidelines of the
National Fire Protection Association,
regarding what to do if fire breaks out in
your office building.
Most important, before a fire ever
starts, make sure you have a plan of action. You need to know the locations of at
least two exits, and where they lead. This
will save time and help you avoid panic if a
fire should occur, and you will have an
alternate escape route if one exit proves

Girls
Volleyball

^^^^•fAU-Q.^^
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. inaccessable.
_
Do not try to use the elevator to escape
from a burning building. An elevator may
stall if power fails, leaving you trapped
inside. Another danger of elevators is that
those operated by a heat-sensitive device'
are liable to stop and open on the floor
where the fire is located.
If the fire alarm should sound in your
building, leave at once, closing doors
behind you to retard the spread of fire.
Assume that there is an immediate danger
to your safety; people have put their lives
in jeopardy by ignoring fire alarms.
Feel any closed door before opening it. If
the door is hot, fire awaits you on the other
side. And when opening the door, keep
your face averted and be ready to close the
door quickly if heat or fumes rush in.
It may happen in a fire that every way of
escape is cut off. To prepare for this
condition, know in advance where the
areas of refuge are located in your
building. Some high-rise buildings have
floors or rooms which are especially
protected fi'om fire to serve as refuge
areas until rescue comes or the fire is
extinguished. Exit stairways are also
good refuge areas when they are closed off
from the rest of the building.
When you must go tp a refuge area, put
as many doors as possible between you
and the fire. Open a window to let fresh air
in and smoke and fumes out. Don't panic
and don't jump. Help may be only a few
minutes away.
The best way to escape the dangers of
fire in your building is by practicing fire
prevention. But if fire should occur,
preplanning as outlined above could save
your life.

GC's women's volleyball team has
compiled a 4-1 record s far. It looks as if it
will get even better. The team has improved with each match, but have not
"reached their peak.
The coach is Mrs. Laura Golden,
Assistant Professor of Health Education
and Recreation. Her comment on the
team's play so far this season, she said,
"We play a 5-1 offense and we need to work
on improvement in this area. We rely 75
percent on our defense. Our stiffest
competition will probably be West Ga. and
Berry."
The coach is relying on the returning
players to provide the leadership which is
needed for a winning season. Returning
players are Lynn Bates, Marty Banks,
Tony Harmony, Donna Harrington, and
Sherry Henderson. Raynette Evans hoins
the returning members to round out the
'^ta^rting lineup. Also counted on to help are
Aildia Morris, Bobbie Key, Lavane
Paramore, Vickie Miller, Sitara Marlow,
and Sheryl Hood.
Donna Harrington, who is the team's
setter was recently awarded a scholarship. She is considered by many to be the
best setter in the state. Donna is a senior
and beginning her feurth year as a starter
at GC.
The team is optimistic and looking for a
winning season. So, let's all get behind our
team and give them our enthusiastic
support. Hope to see you at the games.
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"I am the true vine. My
Father is the
Vinedresser."
John 15:1

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST
Rock Eagle 4-H Center
November 1-3, 1974

Georgia Peach

The Old Soft Soap

K-l

I

Ijood Man Down

i

Teams
Berry-ColUmbus

October 31

University of Georgia
Berry
Columbus-Auburn
Columbus
FSU-Invitational
Tournament
University of Ga.
West Ga.-Columbus

November 4
November 7
November 15-16
November 22-23

Shorter-DeKalb
West Ga. Tour.
GAIAW State Tournament
Regional Tournament

October 29

Place
Rome 6:00
Milledgeville 6:30
Milledgeville 6:30
Columbus
Milledgeville 6:30
Tallahassee, Fla.
Athens
Open
Milledgeville 6:30
Open
University of Ga. Athens
Florence, Ala.

GCCSCEC?
On October 21st in room 213 of the
Education Building several interested
Special Education students met and
organized the Georgia College Chapter of
the Student Council of Exceptional
Children. The officers elected are as
follows:
President: Patricia Long
Vice President: Claudia Sheppard
President Elect: Cecil Simpkins
Secretary-Treasury: Charlie Tanner

The Council for Exceptional Children is
an associated organization of the National
Education Association and has as its
primary purpose the advancement of
education of exceptional children and
youth-both gifted and handicapped
If you are interested in joining the
chapter here on campus you can get in
tough with Patricia Long or Mrs. Martin.
Come on and join a worthy cause, show
some concern.

Kappa Sig News
On Saturday, October 5, the Lambda Xi
Chapter of Kappa Sigma hosted the first
Annual Alumni Game, in which Kappa Sig
played some of the local alumni of Kappa
Sig in a flag football game, A big crowd
was on hand to watch a thrilling game,
which the alumni won 34-28.
On the following Monday, members of

FORSALE
GUN"-Marlin 30-30 Shot only 7 times-$85
CASETTE TAPE DECK-Maganvox-$27
12 STRING GUITAR-Terada (Brand New with Case)—$170
ELECTRIC GUITAR—2 pick-ups and tremolobar™$40
GUN—Automatic Rifle Remington 22-$45
TV SET—23 in. Admiral B-W Good Condition—$25
GUITAR LESSONS
CONTACT
Rick Garcia-Rivera
Ph-452-6570

i

This is to inform all students that the
class pictures will be taken on Nov. 11-22.
The photographer will be in room 139 from
9:00 to 5:00. It is the hope of the Spectrum
staff that all students will respond and
have their piecture taken.

BY CATHY SCHMIDT

James Hopson Turner (Bud) of Shady Dale, Ga. shot a deer with a bow and arrow. This
by Mark Smith
takes skill, practice, and patience. This wouldn't be a newsworthy event except that Bud
nas
only onegood arm, with the help of a bow modified to fit his foot. James Westbrook, the
In the picture you see Snapper Foster busily: 1) telling his wife he loves another, 2) .
Hearing his wife tell him she lost her baby, 3) scratching the back of his neck, 4)^ owner of Westbrook Cabinet Shop, helped invent and construct the special bow by a trial
pronouncing a terminal illness upon his best friend 5) plotting to kill someone. Around the; and error method. He'd work on the bow. Bud would shoot it, it wouldn't work quite right,
set are his ardent followers straining to catch his next words of truth and light,
V and he'd try again. All their efforts paid off when Bud shot and killed a 120 lb. field-dressed
Is there any future in this? Obviously so, because as you can see, there is somewhat of a ' idoe at 25 yards.
following during the viewing hours.
' Actually, no one should have been too surprised. Bud Turner is a rare kind of man. He
A sampling of some of the most popular plots: The Young and.Restless By and large t^' has determination and courage where others would simply give up and consider thempopular choice. Jill in love with an older man. Said older man's wife drunk under the ts'j.
with the stable boy. Snapper's wife losing her baby. Snapper losing his mind. PeoL selves abused by life. Bud's arm was shot off one evening while he was hunting rabbits. His
gun was proped up in the back of the truck and was jarred by a bump in the road. It went off
watching losing their lunch. Such wonderful fun! Snapper's brother trying to reforrf
prostitute. Prostitute too busy doing her thing to notice, etc. etc.
| and Bud lost two of his most precious possessions -- an arm and an eye - and he was only
Search for Tomorrow More good clear humor. Doug suspected to be alive and livin/**' 13. But, as the saying goes, you can't hold a good man down. Bud didn't sit around and feel
Columbia/South America. Tony catches terminal mononucleous. Eunice wandering's sorry for himself. He got up and taught himself to do the things.that needed done. There's
streets looking for comfort and consolation. Jo Ann dies of move. (And you were wondeind not much he can't do now at the age of 28, Only two things: he can't cut his steak or wash his
where Tony caught it, weren't you, you dirty minded people?)
|n-. own hands* But he has a pretty wife and two young daughters to do that for him, and you
So there you have it. How you are informed enough to know that when you go down toj g don't
even notice
the missing
arm.
^
bottom floor of the SU and see people lying all over every where, they've just killed
• ( I I I .1 t r r.
another character.
/v"

Date
October 1
October 8
October 15
October 17
October 22
October 25-26

Kappa Sigma helped in a Community
Concert by serving as ushers, and also
helped out the blood bank when over half of
the brothers gave blood. Kappa Sigma has
also supported the Ga. College Soccer
team by appearing at every home game
and supplying the time keepers and ballboys. Our athletic teams need everyone's
help,'not just the help of fraternities.

WANT ADS

Won/ed

The search is on to find Miss Georgia-USA for 1975, the young lady who will represent
Georgia in the Miss USA Beauty Pageant next May in Niagara Falls, televised live and in
color nationally on CBS-TV, May 18.,
In addition to more than $50,000 in prizes and awards on the national level as well as the
opportunity to represent this country in the Miss Universe Pageant in South America next
summer, Miss Georgia-USA will receive other valuable gifts as the state winner.
TO BE ELIGIBLE: Applicants must be single and never married, between the ages of 18
and 25 as of July 20, 1975; and must live, work, or attend school anywhere in Georgia.
Applicants must also be U.S. citizens.
Judging will be based on beauty of face and figure, poise, personality, grooming, and
intelligence. THERE IS NO TALENT COMPETITION.
The MISS GEORGIA-USA PApTs: ANT MiTT,..T.nxvr.T:T:..ni,Ar,E ON M**^^^"^^^
'
newAtlanta'Internationv'"'' '
All contei
automatic
The,.

Volleyball Schedule

Cecil Simpkins
Editor

t,

Mr. Gary Johnston of the DeeringMilliken Company will be on our campus
on November 6,1974 from 9 a.m. til 4 p.m.
for the purpose of interviewing prospective December Graduates.
If you are interested in workingwith this
company, please come by the Placement
Office room 205 Parks Hall and sign the
Appointment Schedule.
Mrs. Stevenson of the "HEAD START"
program for Baldwin County is looking for
a cooks' aid to work from 9 a.m. til 2:00
p.m. starting pay is $2.00 per hour.
If interested please call her at 2-6631
before 11:00 a.m. daily.
,
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Mr. John Davis of the local Social
Security office is taking applications for a
Grade-4 employee. Qualifications, must
have 2 years of work or equiv. work experience. Funds for 12 mo. period, for
interviewing type job. THIS IS FULL
TIME WORK.
If interested.please call him at 2-3551.
Mr. Donald D. Thornhill, Associate
Superintendent of Columbia County
Schools, Appling, Georgia will be on our
campus recruiting prospective employees
for his staff. He will begin at 9:00a.m. and
continue til 4:00 p.m., working out of the
Placement Office, on November 14, 1974.
Beginning-Intermediate Violin lessons
given. Phone Mary Tarr at 452-6410.
All Seniors and Graduate Students are
reminded to get their Placement Files in
order. Room 205 Parks Hall.
.
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Violinists and viola players are in the
greatest demand by the newly-formed
Milledgeville Community-College String
Ensemble at Georgia College, according to
Conrad Douglas, ensemble director.
Approximately 12 members of the ensemble, including one who comes from as
far away as Eatonton, rehearses each
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Porter
Building on the GC campus.
The group currently includes faculty and
staff members at the college, a public
school teacher, and a pathologist from
Central State Hospital.
Anyone interested in joining the ensemble, however modest his talent may
be, should contact Douglas for more information about the group. His
Milledgeville telephone number is 4528338.
Mr. W.D. Fincher from Metropolitian
Life Insurance Company, Macon, Ga.
branch, will be on our campus on
November 13, 1974 from 9:00 a.m. til 4:00
p.m. for the purpose of interviewing
prospective employees from the
December graduates.
He will be interviewing in the Placement
Office.
FUNDIMENTAL
BIBLESTUDY
Thursday 8:30 pm
Heavenly Daze
Mayfair

Sigma
Alpha Iota
The Beta Rho Chapter of Sigma Alpha
Iota has been involved with several
projects this year. Sigma Alpha Iota
started the year off with a Rush part, given
in Honors Dorm. Deanne Cheek explained
to the girls what Sigma Alpha Iota is and
the purposes of the organization. Her
presentation was followed by some Sigma
Alpha Iota songs sung by the members of
Beta Pho. Ellen Kinard and Lynne D.
Owens have been pledged to the Beta Rho
chapter. Both girls are piano majors.
On October 23, Sigma Alpha Iota
sponsored a group to to to Atlanta to hear
the Atlanta Sumphony Orchestra perform.
It was a wonderful performance and those
who went thoroughly enjoyed it.
A moneymaking project, Sigma Alpha
Iota is working on the selling of the Jan
Winters collection. This kit is composed of
such things as stationery, note pads,
Christmas cards, memo boards, and other
useful items. Many of the items in the kit .,,
would make good Christmas presents,.so if
you see a member of Sigma Alpha Iota
around campus, don't hesitate to just stop
and look through the kit. You just might
find something worth looking into.

Phi Mu
Pledges
Four Georgia College coeds have
recently pledged Phi Mu sorority at the
college — Melody Dilworth, Donna Odom,
Ellen Simpson, and Jan Foskey,
Melody, a freshman, is tlie daughter of
Mr, and Mrs, Anderson Dilworth of
Roys ton.
Donna, a freshman majoring in nursing,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Odom
of Campton,
Ellen, a freshman majoring in special
education, is the,daughter of Dr, and Mrs,
William C, Simpson of Milledgeville, She is
a member of the college annual staff and
the Baptist Student Union.
Jan, a senior majoring in special
education, is the daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Ralph Foskey of Swainsboro. She is a
member of the Mixed Chorus, the
Women's Chorale, the Honor Society, and
was Miss Georgia College last spring.
NOTICE
Applications are now being
accepted for the positions of
Manager and Assistant .
Manager of the Georgia
College Radio Station, Please
come to the office of Dean of
Students, Parks 106, for application blanks and further
information.

VOTE
November 5

RISING JUNIOR
TEST
January 15,1975

Have something you need or want to
sell? Advertise in Colonnade want ads! No
Charge
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Roses
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Yellow roses.
Cowardly love?
'No:; '';
Only different.
Special.
I guess reds are better;
Love so very often
Reeks of blood.
I'll stick to yellow.
Like real love,
They're harder to find.

[if

Love

anonymous

Do you know how much I love you?
Sometimes I think that I don't express it to you.
So of ten I forget to be loving and sweetIts almost like I take forgranted that because
You have been there so long, you will always be there.
I guess it seems many times like I don't even care anymore.

Tiny Kisses

r just want to take this time to let you know
That I love you more every day.
-

•
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tiny kisses
s h a r i n g
s e c r e t s
time spent together
writing letters
talking
quiet
whispers
all this make up
loving you -- alNvays.

-

Being gentle is loving,
Loving is knowing,
Knowing is wanting.
And wanting is living . . .
Therefore Loving is Living.

bjw

Rememberances
Do you remember, my love,
how, when we were
young and carefree.
We'd sit up all night
laughing, singing, talking
enjoying the merriment of the moment
and the spontaneity of mirth?
We'd arise at dawn to
watch the golden sun
peak slowly over the horizon
gently ushering Night on her way
as dew-jeweled. Day swept in;
We'd walk for hours
hand-in-hand in the rain
somberly ignoring the wet,
safely ensconced in our world
of each other, never wanting
the moment to end.
But those were days when
we were young, and all
the world was ours for
the asking; now Time
has passed on by, we
have met him and enjoyed
his company. When we were young . . .

Walk Your Own
Walk your own road
And society makes you outcast,
'
Try to live your own life
And parents condemn you.
Try to please your parents and society,
And you blow your mind.
How can a person be happy with
people running your life;
Especially when they're so crazy,
They can't run their onw.

Whispered Words

DO

Whispered words
quiet night
Reason to laugh
at our plight.
Love unfolding
Laughing proud
Reason for screaming
out loud
Muffled giggles
to oneself
Muted whispers
remembered loud
Touching briefly
feel the chill
Love him ever
will, I will.

Jason Brynmawr

To JRA
It was a happy night
And when I lay down to sleep
I asked the Lord my soul to keep
Then I thanked him for you
And all the lovely things you'd said.
I was happy and all love warmed inside,
1 said, "Amen," and closed my eyes to
dream, peacefully, of a good feeling,
A

• •

glad-I'm-alive'because-of-you feeling.
It's funny how you awaken
To fin dreams a reality!
O.K., so the sun is shining, now
wow!
Love
Pap
'

•

••
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"Strands" welcomes any
and all contributions -- poems,
short stories, essays, or book
reviews. Due to the lack of
space that often faces us, the
Editor often must rearrange
lines of opetry . to fit an
available spot on the page.
However, if you do not wish
your contribution changed in
any way, please attach a note
to that effect, and we will do
our best to see that your work
is printed as you gave it to us.
And, please, all contributions
should be typed if possible — it
saves the Colonnade's typists
much unneeded wear and
tear. Also, all contributions
should either be signed or
initialed. Please, send your
work to "Strands", Box 1328GC. So, if you feel creative,
why not "express thyself" and
share your creation with
others - it can be a truly
unique experience!

By Kathy Kronus

^\\t Molmtinit
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